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Abstract 

While the making of Internet of Things (IoT) has been extensively investigated, the 

design space of IoT is relatively unexplored. This paper studies forms and expressions of 

IoT to conceptualize necessary design materials for interaction designers. The research 

focuses on the embodiment of things, the relationship between human and things, and the 

potential metaphors of IoT. An analytic framework over time and space is proposed in 

order to help designers understand where the opportunity of design is and how to frame 

such things. The results provide pragmatic lens to frame IoT with the language of 

designers. These results have implications for interaction designers crafting IoT as new 

artifacts and media in our lived world.   

Keywords: Internet of things, interaction design, embodiment, expression.                                                                   

 

Introduction  

 The Internet of Things (IoT) envisions a future that all kinds of objects in our 

daily life would connect to each other via Internet. It provides a vision that refers to a 

network embedding every object into our daily lives with uniquely traceable 

identification and virtual representation. Obviously, the complete tracking system on 

cloud is an important part of it. In 1999, this catchphrase was first used by Ashton (2009), 

who was a cofounder and executive director of the Auto-ID Center. After that, the ITU 

(International Telecommunication Union) published the report “The Internet of Things” 

officially in 2005, claiming that information and communication technologies (ICTs) 

have a new dimension added to the world from anytime, anyplace connectivity for 

anyone and we will now have connectivity for anything. 

With maturing technology of Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID), Wireless 

Sensor Network (WSN), Embedded Intelligence, Nanotechnology and Micro Electro 

Mechanical Systems (MEMS), numerous predictions of the IoT are coming true. Most 

promising one is that all things could communicate and interact to each other at anytime 

and anyplace. Furthermore, according to the statics by Cisco Internet Business Solutions 

Group (IBSG), they are of the opinion that when the numbers of connected devices are 

more than the world populations, it is the starting point of the era of the IoT, which 
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indicates the year of 2008 to 2009 (Evans, 2011). Eventually, they predicted that the 

numbers of connected devices will be almost four times of the world populations in 2015. 

 

Accordingly, we can imagine that if all kinds of animals, plants and objects are connected 

together as an Internet of things in the future, they will make seemingly  

 

impossible phenomena come true and create much more interactive ways between each 

other. Above all, the notion of IoT not only causes a tremendous revolution in ICTs but 

also generates diverse forms of interaction in our daily lives. Notwithstanding, we must 

conceive that we are not only approaching such a world but on its doorstep (Welbourne, 

et al., 2009). However, in ideating IoT design, we found that designers usually felt 

helpless because of their unfamiliarity with new technology in IoT such as wireless 

communication and Radio frequency Identification (RFID). This inhibits them from 

contributing their creativity and design skills to the interaction design community. 

       Although a recent surge of research on Internet of Things has posed challenges and 

opportunities to interaction designers as well as technology developers, little research has 

been done on conceptual framework, especially in a form of interaction design language 

of IoT design. Atzori, Iera, and Morabito’s (2010) highly cited work is a useful technical 

framework that describes the technologies of IoT within three categories of Things, 

Internet and Semantic. Based on Atzori et al.’s framework, Koreshoff, Leong, and 

Roberson (2013) propose a human-centred IoT framework that can be used for ‘thinking 

through’ the design of IoT technologies. While available frameworks of IoT design focus 

on technological issues, such a lack of frameworks addressing design language of IoT 

would definitely pose limitation on designers, when designing smart objects which are 

more complicated in expression of things compared to traditional artifacts such as chairs 

and lamps. Therefore, understanding the potential expressions of interactive embodiment 

with ICT technology as well as the possible forms of IoT design becomes essential for 

designers. Drawing on the fact that most IoT research focuses on technological 

developments and protocol research, it appears to be unrealistic to expect interaction 

designers to follow the technological thinking and to see IoT artifacts merely as MEMS 

(Micro Electro Mechanical Systems). Therefore, instead of focusing on exploring the 

technology, this paper proposes an analytical framing and investigates interactive 

expressions of embodiment on smart objects that help designers understand and regard 

the technology as a design material to design smart objects during the coming era of IoT. 

            Before going into this paper, several design questions are as follows: What are the 

differences between IoT artifacts and traditional artifacts in terms of their functionalities 

and capabilities? What roles do space and time play in understanding IoT artifacts? What 

are the possible embodiments of IoT artifacts that an interaction designer could imagine? 

What are design patterns of available IoT products that could inform novel IoT design? 

To address the issues we proposed, first we conceptualize an IoT artifact as an 

object that has four capabilities and provide a clear framework for understanding a thing 

and multiple things over time and space in ecology of IoT things powered by a cloud-

based mechanism. Second, we show the analytical results of three categories: smart 

things and design agenda over cloud in respect of time and space. Third, drawing on the 

taxonomy of embodiment in tangible interfaces proposed by Fishkin (2004), we 

demonstrate possible ways of embodiment of an IOT artifact and illustrate possible ways 
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of interaction between two things through the framework of IoT. In this way, all 

embodiments of objects are expanded to a design space where design expression becomes 

clearer. Finally, we discuss the functions of various applications and classify them in  

 

 

relation to IoT works including commercial products and some reflective works that 

help designers understand the application possibilities of current IoT works. 

 

Background and Literature Review 

Rather than surveying the literature of IoT research that mostly came from the 

tangible and ubiquitous computing, primarily concerning physical technologies, this 

paper will focus on the prior studies that propose conceptual frameworks related to 

design disciplines. In addition to Atzori et al.’s and Koreshoff et al.’s works mentioned 

above, we will detail some frameworks as follows and compare them with Atzori et al.’s 

framework if necessary. 

In Bruce Sterling’s short book Shaping Things, he brought up an idea to the future, 

which is called SPIME: “By definition, SPIME is the protagonist documented process. 

It is an historical entity with an accessible and precise trajectory through space and time” 

(Sterling, 2005, p. 77). In Sterling’s utopian vision, a SPIME is a uniquely identified 

object that is always aware of its location, environment, and history by self-logging and 

documenting. SPace and tIME are seen as integral parts of an object when connecting to 

the Internet of Things. 

Relating the user experience to the feedback loop over time, Arnall proposed 

three levels of user interface which encompass tangible & embodied, connection & 

sharing, and visualization & reflection (Arnall, 2009)(see Fig. 1). These three levels 

could be seen as feedback loops, which regard return time as ranging from an immediate 

usage of a product to a long-term use.  

 

 

Figure 1. (Left)Three levels of user experience on products (Right) The feedback loops which take 

place over time (Arnall, 2009) 
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First, tangible & embodied level highlights the product experience based on 

satisfied interaction with immediate feedback of a tangible artifact. The experiential issue 

of how an object is used is critical to the success of interface design. Industrial design, in 

a sense, is important to provide appropriate affordance to users as well as information 

design including collecting data, sensing inputs, and logging local information. This level 

also resonates with Atzori et al.’s ‘Things’ paradigm in their framework (Atzori et al.,  

 

 

2010). Second, in contrast to the immediate feedback of an object in the interface level, 

connection & sharing level usually appears in a feedback loop of short-term usage that 

prioritizes the connectivity of devices. This level majorly encourages ‘social’ issues of 

objects’ owners, resulting from data sharing, collecting, comparison, competition, and 

advice after a short-term usage via connection and computation. This level is in line with 

what Atzori et al. frame as ‘Internet’ (Atzori et al., 2010). Finally, visualisation & 

reflection level puts emphasis on the ongoing engagement with a product that will 

gradually become meaningful after a long-term use. This level involves people in the 

sensemaking of data, through living with the product over expanded periods of time. 

Such a long-term usage would collect enough data for visualisation and further facilitate 

self-reflection, which is framed as ‘semantic’ in Atzori et al.’s work (Atzori et al., 2010). 

In short, Arnall’s perspective provides people with a new way of framing the experience 

of designed products in terms of feedback time. 

Booreiland, a Norway company, proposed ‘meta products’ and ‘physical web’ as 

the conceptualization of IoT, indicating a context of products connected to the web 

(Booreiland, 2010). A meta product is defined as a product that includes two parts: 

physical and web parts, where the physical part encompasses sensors, actuators, and 

interface, while web part provides data on the cloud that forms virtual touch points. (see 

Fig. 2). 

“In particular, a meta product is a symbiosis of physical and virtual worlds. 

Moreover, the physical part often consists of sensors, actuators or interface, 

while virtual part is a set of data hanging in the cloud. Besides, Meta 

Products are web enabled product-service systems. People, products and 

the web form a mutually interdependent system. In this light we should 

not talk about user-product interaction anymore but rather about user-

network and product-network interaction” (Booreiland, 2010). 

 

 
Figure 2. (Left) Touch points of the cloud (Right) The idea of a meta product (Booreiland, 2010) 
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In addition, according to how the information flow goes, Meta Products consist of 

five classes (see Fig. 3). Therefore, in Booreiland’s view, IoT products include a set of 

diverse levels of data coupling modes between physical products and the virtual web. 

Class 1 products are those sensing, collecting data, and then uploading data 

unidirectionally to the web that is provided with an interface to check data from products. 

On the other hand, Class 2 indicates that web data could be unidirectionally downloaded  

 

 

to a physical product with actuators to display them. Class 3 products are those with 

sensors and actuators while they can maintain their virtual data bidirectionally with the 

web interface. Class 4 products are mostly known in our mind as IoT with cloud 

technologies, indicating that smart objects with sensors and actuators could exchange 

data and communicate with each other through a web server. From Class 1 to Class 4, we 

see a trend that the power and complexity of a product become stronger. However, Class 

5 indicates not a more powerful product but a product only with tag, which might identify 

itself off-line with the web interface. What Booreiland proposed is a clear map that meta 

products actually refer to different types of products with diverse capabilities of sensors, 

actuators, and connectivity. One mistake we might often have is to suppose that we are 

always designing Class 4 products when talking about meta product design. Therefore, 

the five classes of meta products not only illustrate a spectrum of different couplings 

between physical objects and the virtual web, but also open a design space for interaction 

designers in IoT design. For example, very lightweight IoT products (Class 5) might only 

consist of a tag for identification without any sensor, actuator, and connecting power. In 

short, Booreiland’s framing of 5 classes of products is based on objects equipped with 

deferent types of devices. 

 

 

Figure 3. Five Classes of Meta Products (Booreiland, 2011) 

 

With the decreasing price of microprocessor (CPU) and the increasing speed of 

information processing, Kuniavsky envisions that there will be a shift in design thinking 

that information is a design material: “Information processing no longer needs to be the 
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purpose of an object, but one of many qualities that enables it to be useful and desirable 

in ways that are more directly related to people’s wants and needs. In other words, 

information processing no longer defines the identity of an object, but is one of many 

materials from which objects can be made” (Kuniavsky, 2010). Meanwhile, Norby also 

proposes technology as design material, taking short-range RFID as an example. He 

argues that “Exploring and interpreting technology as design material can provide 

important knowledge that is geared towards conceptual designing and this as a design-

material perspective on technology” (Norby, 2010). To inform ‘conceptual design’ of 

using RFID technology as material, Norby develops 5 types of qualities that mediate  

 

 

expressions enabled by RFID. Therefore, interaction designers could ‘conceptually’ 

design RFID interaction based on these expressions, instead of being entangled with 

‘technical’ details.   

To sum up, there is no comprehensive discussion yet on how to provide a clear 

structure of using information or technology as a design material. How is the information 

processing flow in the structure of IOT? What can capabilities of technology create more 

possible ways of interaction? Furthermore, will the physical objects embedded with 

information processing and technology capabilities turn out to provide better functional 

and aesthetic experiences (Kuniavsky, 2010)? What are the possible forms of expressive 

interaction through IoT? 

Regarding these issues described above, we are eager to propose a basic 

framework that draws a clear distinction between things embedded with basic technology 

in the IOT and traditional objects. What are the possible ways in design thinking about 

IOT? In the following sections, we do our effort to find a clear way toward understanding 

IOT in terms of the expression of interaction. 

 

Forms of IoT  

In this section, we will provide a perspective to illustrate four basic components 

of ‘an IoT artifact’, which could be separated over space and time and the complexity of 

‘multiple IoT artifacts’ in the cloud over space and time. Besides, we will provide 

analyses of three things and one design agenda as they relate to our taxonomy. 

Furthermore, the basic framework of embodiment of an IoT artifact is proposed to 

illustrate possible ways of embodiment in an artifact and the couplings of two artifacts 

are discussed in the next section. Above all, we add time as a significant aspect to the 

embodiment of things. By this manner, we rediscover potential expressions of interactive 

embodiments of IOTs. 

 

The Components of IoT 

 Including network in an object of physical computing, an object of IOT is 

regarded as a weighted combination of four components including sensors, computation, 

network, and actuators (Sullivan & Igoe, 2004) (see Fig. 4). This comprehensive framing 

of the four components in an artifact could reflect whether an object is equipped with 
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appropriate devices to perform a certain level of capabilities in IoT. Different weighted 

combinations of these four components also indicate different classes of IoT as 

Booreiland proposed (see Fig. 3). Moreover, when space and time are concerned, an 

artifact with these four components could be divided and be distributed to the cloud by 

novel technology. For example, if we concern the feedback loop of time (immediate, 

short term, and long term as Arnall illustrates), the four components of an IoT artifact 

could be distributed over time accordingly.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

 
Figure 4. Four components, separated over space and time. 

 

In addition, we are curious about what will be if these four components are 

distributed to the cloud (see Fig. 5)? We could imagine that some components of an 

object are provided from the cloud and these components are contributed from other 

objects. In another word, an object of IoT is able to have different components through 

the cloud (see  Fig. 5). In a whole, in the structure of IoT, components of every object are 

possibly contributed from different locations. For instance, the computation component is 

provided by an object through the cloud and the actuator component is provided by 

another object (see Fig. 5. right). 

 

 
Figure 5. (Left) One IoT artifact over cloud (Right) Multiple IoT Artifacts in the cloud over time and space 

 

Therefore, the challenges of designing IoT artifacts indicate not only designing an 

isolated object with various powers and capabilities, but also referring to a complex 
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network of ecology that is powered by collective intelligence. Designing the forms of IoT 

might indicate designing interactive things through cloud. Possible implications are as 

follows: 

 A thing becomes a ‘mashup’ of sensors/computation/network/actuators. 

 Experience could be interwoven to a great extent. 

 Interaction should be designed as space+time coupled embodidment. 

            

            An IoT artifact ranges from ‘full’ components to a single component, where a 

‘mashup’ of different weighted components in an object might help designers understand 

the form of IoT in a mixed spectrum. Therefore, how we give form to an IoT artifact 

would determine to what extent the user experience could be interwoven with various 

users, location, and time. A great extent of interwoven experience is possible by 

appropriating the ‘mashup’ form through Internet. Thus, ‘Interaction’ with and through  

 

 

IoT artifacts is not only limited to immediate tangible and embodied interaction in the 

real space, but also regarded as extended embodiment over time and space. To better 

illustrate these implications, we examine three objects and one design agenda in the 

following sub-section. 

 

Space and Time Analytic Framing 

The first analytic framing is to examine four components of an IoT artifact 

over space. Three examples on the Table I show different forms of space-coupled 

components. Sensor Network is usually known as its real-space sensors and network 

connectivity, while the computation and actuators of it are void. Poken, allowing people 

to share social business cards with a USB device with NFC technology, is equipped with 

sensor, tag, and actuator to enable embodied social interaction in real space, while its 

components of computation and network are provided off-line in another space (Poken, 

2007). Ambient Orb, displaying stock or weather information as a color lamp by 

downloading updates through Internet, employs actuators and network in real space, 

while the components of sensors (e.g., in weather station) and computation (e.g., analytic 

results in stock market server) exists in other spaces (Ambient Orb, 2002). Regarding the 

space of a component to appear in an IoT object, most forms of these components are 

mutually exclusive in real space or over space. However, it does not indicate that 

designers cannot give a more complex form to an IoT object to include both real-space 

and over-space components.  

 
Table I . The analyses of three objects in terms of components over space  
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If we add time as another aspect for analysis, the second framing can be 

extended as Table II. Sixteen possible cells in Table II provide a much more detail lens to 

check an IoT object as well as open an analytic space for designers. For instance, the 

sensor components of both Poken and Sensor Network are real space and real time. 

However, the network component of Sensor Network is real space and real time while 

Poken is over space and over time. Besides, the computation and network of Poken are 

over time, while its actuator shows a potential possibility across real-time real-space and 

over-time over-space. This framing also helps us clarify that Ambient Orb is primarily a 

real-time update device, since all components are real-time provided and updated.   

Meanwhile, when the actuators of an interactive system are over time, it refers to the  

 

 

design agenda called ‘slow technology’ (Hallnäs & Redström, 2001). In this time and 

space framing, Ambient Orb and Poken are easily distinguished as two very different 

types of IoT objects. This framing also shows the strength and limitation of an IoT object; 

for example, the form of Ambient Orb could never cover the possible capabilities of 

‘Sensor Network’ unless it adds sensors in real space. Similarly, this framing also clearly 

illustrates that the form of Poken potentially supports slow technology, while Ambient 

Orb needs to add a form of over-time actuator if it wants to support slow technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Table II. The analyses of three objects and one design agenda over time and space.  
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Three Types of Interaction between Human and Thing 
          While discussing the forms of an IoT artifact in terms of its components, time and 

space, the artifact itself definitely would be placed in life world to relate to other subjects.  

Taking both human and thing as the subjects of interaction in the Internet of Things, we 

can obviously frame three types of interaction between human and thing: human to 

human (HtH), human to thing (HtT), and thing to thing (TtT) (see Fig. 6).  

          Human to human interaction includes embodied face-to-face interaction and 

network mediated interaction. Since ‘things’ are the focus of this paper, we don’t discuss 

human to human interaction here. The other two types of interaction both involving 

‘things’ are concerned as presenting the ‘expression’ of IoT artifacts in either thing to 

thing interaction or human to thing interaction. Rather than merely discussing the internal 

components and functions of an IoT artifact when referring to the ‘form’, we regard 

‘expression’ of an IoT artifact as the interactive relationship between it and its 

surrounding subject, be it another object or a human. Investigating expression of IoT 

artifacts would definitely help designers conceptually understand the design of IoT  

 

 

artifact as well as designerly describe the interactivity between IoT artifacts. To address 

this issue, we will first study the embodiment of a thing as well as the embodiment 

combination of multiple things to understand the expression of thing-to-thing interaction. 

Second, we will also study the distance between human and thing to illustrate the 

expression a thing presents to a human subject. Expression of IoT artifacts based on the 

above two types of interaction will be detailed in the following section. 
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Figure 6. Three types of interaction in the Internet of Things 

 

Expressions of IoT  

In this paper, we refer expressions of IoT to the interactive relationship between a thing 

and its surroundings. We especially address the issue of thing-to-thing interaction based 

on the embodiment of things. Furthermore, human-to-thing interaction is also analyzed 

according to the distance between human and thing. Finally concerning both embodiment 

of things and the distance to human, we frame a design space to help designers 

comprehensively understand the expressions of IoT artifacts. 

 

Embodiment of Things 

           

          According to the taxonomy for an analysis of tangible interfaces (Fishkin, 2004), 

there are four levels of embodiment characteristics: Full, Nearby, Environmental and 

Distant. Since one object might be designed with multiple levels of embodiment, e.g., a 

nearby response and a distant signal at the same time, we use a vector (F, N, E, D) in our 

study to denote whether a certain level of embodiment is implemented in a given object.  

 

 

Therefore, the vector (0, 1, 0, 1) represents the embodiment of the given example 

described above, where ‘1’ denotes an available embodiment, and ‘0’ the unavailable 

(Fig. 7).  The detail explanations of embodiment levels are as follows. 

 

 Full: The output device is the input device, e.g., Sony Gummi (Schwesig, Poupyrev, 

& Mori, 2004), Platypus Amoeba (Churi & Lin, 2003). 
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 Nearby: The output takes place near the input object, e.g., MEMOiCON (Chen, et 

al., 2009). 

 Environmental: The output is around the user, e.g., scent and audio feedbacks. 

 Distant: The output is over a distance to another device, or another remote space, 

e.g.: Nabaztag (Nabaztag, 2006). 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Four levels of embodiment of a thing 

 

          When considering the embodiment of an IoT artifact, Figure 7 helps us design how 

to embody an object in the life world. In addition to the most important part of an IoT 

object, the distant embodiment through network connection, indeed, there are many other 

combinations of embodiment to constitute the expression of a thing. Listing all possible 

values of the vector (F, N, E, D), we open a clear map of design space regarding the 

expressions of an IoT object’s embodiment (Fig. 8). An extreme case of vector (0, 0, 0, 0) 

indicates an object without any expression of embodiment, such as an RFID tag as well 

as a tradition artifact such as a cup. This vector is also necessary to include very light 

weight networked things, e.g., RFID, QR-code, and ‘shadow’ defined by Sterling (2005). 

On the contrast, the vector (1, 1, 1, 1) indicates an object embodied with a full range of 

all possible expressions from all levels of embodiment. All types of responses are given 

by the powerful implementation in a thing in such a thing. However, it is unnecessary and 

unrealistic to implement every IoT artifact with a full range of expressions. Appropriate 

combination of a thing should locate somewhere in between non-embodiment (0, 0, 0, 0) 

and all-embodiment (1, 1, 1, 1).  Figure 8 provides a clear illustration for IoT designers to 

think through all possible expressions in terms of embodiment. 

          If every tuple in the vector is of two possible values (0, and 1), the number of all 

possible combinations of a thing is 16. Furthermore, if two things are concerned in an 

interactive way (e.g., thing-to-thing interaction), the design space is consisted of 256 

(16x16) ways of expressions in terms of their embodiment (Fig. 9). Hence, IoT designers 

are given the opportunities to decide how to make the expression of a thing as well as the  

 

 

expression of a thing-to-thing interaction involving two things. Similar, Figure 9 helps 

designers sketch possible interaction from the abstract level of expression. Moreover, this 

framing also facilitates us to analyze the expression of currently available products. Such 
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analysis in the level of expression would benefit designers in creating novel IoT artifacts 

by transforming related expression into alternative products. 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Sixteen combinations of embodiment in a thing 

 

In this paper, it is impossible to list all 256 combinations of embodiment with two things. 

However, the way of using Figure 8 as a table to lookup for a specific expression in one 

thing, can be similarly applied to the other thing and to form a conceptual expression of 

embodiment with two things for further sketch. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9. 256 ways of expressions in terms of embodiment between two things 

 

Let’s take the following situation as an example: A book (tagged object) gets close to a 

Nabaztag (2006) and activates this Nabaztag to read the content aloud and to inform  
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another Nabaztag in a remote place. The book can be described as a vector (0, 0, 0, 0) 

since its expression of embodiment is none. On the other hand, the Nabaztag that reads is 

described by a vector (F, N, E, D) = (1, 0, 1, 1) since it immediately outputs response on 

its own body, lighting up and rotating ears (F = 1), produces audio in the environment (E 

= 1), and informs the remote Nabaztag and embodies another response in another space 

(D = 1) (Fig. 10). Analyzing this pattern of interaction with two vectors, (0, 0, 0, 0) and 

(1, 0, 1, 1), would reach the understanding in the level of expression, which makes 

designers get aware of the expression of embodiment as well as applies this knowledge to 

another scenario based on similar expression. Thus, designing IoT is not only based on 

tacit knowledge that mostly comes from long term experience in design networked 

objects, but also grounded on the framework of expression this paper provides. 

 

 
Figure 10. Vectors indicating embodiments of two things’ interaction: Nabaztag 

 

 

          Although the analysis of interaction between two objects is described above, with 

the increasing maturity of IoT technology and realization of interconnecting every object, 

there is not only one way of interaction embodiment in real time and space, but also 

various expressions of interaction regarding embodiment over time and space. As we 

mentioned above, interaction could be and should be designed as space and time coupled 

embodiment ultimately. For instance, in the scenario that Nabaztag reads stories for 

children, if it reads the story after a while rather than reads it immediately after 

recognizing the tag of the book, the parameter of Full with zero or one to indicate 

whether there is embodiment or not is not enough. By extending the embodiment over 

time, we approach an important design agenda called slow technology (Hallnäs & 

Redström, 2001).  

          In an attempt at framing ‘IoT’ expression on embodiment, it would be necessary to 

add time aspect to Fishkin’s framework of embodiment, which primarily concerns space 

aspect in tangible interaction. In other words, the parameter of time plays an important 

role as a temporally reflective medium that provides the objects with different functional  
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and aesthetic experiences in interactive technology. Accordingly, investigating how the 

expression of embodiment alters along the time axis poses more challenges and indeed 

needs further work in the coming future. Only as a very beginning of the analysis of 

embodiment over time, each tuple of a vector (F, N, E, D) is extended as four possible 

values rather than two (0 and 1). For example, these four possible values might be set as 

follows: 0 indicates no embodiment, 1 indicates immediate embodiment, 2 indicates 

embodiment over time, and 3 indicates immediate embodiment plus over-time 

embodiment. Therefore, a primitive estimation of the embodiment over time of a thing is 

256 (4x4x4x4). Expression of a thing includes not only immediate embodiment, but also 

afterward embodiment that most often designers neglect in IoT design.  

 

Distance between Human and Thing 
          In addition to the embodiment of a thing itself, the distance between human and 

thing is also another important issue in making the expression of an IoT artifact. Here we 

practically frame four types of things that make different distances between human and 

thing, from closest to farthest: wearable, portable, appliance, and installation (Fig. 11). If 

we comprehensively consider the embodiment of a thing (a vector described as (F, N, E, 

D)) and the human-to-thing distance, the expression of an IoT artifact can be structured in 

16 cells spanned by two axes (4 in each axis). For example, a wearable device that 

triggers distant embodiment could form a specific expression to conceptualize a certain 

type of interactive artifacts such as a smart watch that triggers remote doorbell, a 

necklace that sends care to another ones wrist watch, and a glasses that captures photos 

and sends a digital photo frame. 

 

 
Figure 11. Four types of things that make difference distances 

 

 

Design Patterns of IoT  

          In this section, we present an overview of popular design products of IoT and sort 

out seven design patterns. Hence, we want to provide designers with further 

understanding of the expression of IoT works and inspiration of design thinking on IoT. 

 

Pattern 1: Collective Activities 
          IOT could be designed as artifacts that support collective activities in a certain 

group who are connected and aware of each other in terms of activity records ranging 

from immediate to long-term usage. 
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There are many products and prototypes of this pattern, such as Wattson (2009), 

Nike+ (2008), Social Radio and Social Clock (Liang, 2012), Kindle (2007), and Scan 

Toaster (Chang, 2008). Wattson (2009) and Nike+ (2008) are devices that monitor the 

energy usage and track pace and distance respectively. Wattson shows how much power 

usage and money when keeping the appliances work. Nike+ records runners’ pace, 

distance and calories burned. A noticeable feature is that they are able to compile data 

and visualize them for a long time. In this way, users could compare the energy usage to 

the past usage, as well as know the routes they run. Besides, users are encouraged by 

competition to change their behaviors such as turning off appliances after use to save 

more energy and exercising every day.  

          Form Analysis: To support the collective activity by an IoT artifact, the most 

important component is using real-time and real-space sensors to sense and record the 

activity. Simultaneously collective activities require real-time sensors and real-time 

network connection while actuators and computation might be over time or over space 

(e.g., social radio). However, if we extend the definition of collective activity from 

synchronous way (immediate response) to asynchronous one (short term and long term 

response), network connection is not necessary to be always real-time (e.g., Nike+). 

Moreover, if a collective activity puts emphasis on reflection and comparison of 

historical data, computation over time becomes quite necessary.  

           Expression Analysis: Since the focus of a collective activity is to ‘act together’ or 

to ‘feel acting together’, the IoT artifact that supports this activity is definitely designed 

with distant embodiment or a part of such embodiment (e. g., Wattson). Full embodiment 

is usually employed to create a certain level of interactive experience, but it is not a 

‘must’ (e. g., Nike+).  

 

Pattern 2: Connectedness 
          IOT could support social connectedness by transferring a social status to an 

embodiment of actuators over space. 

 

          There are products and prototypes of this pattern, such as Presence Lamp (Hindus, 

Mainwaring, Leduc, Hagström, & Bayley, 2001), Memory Bricolage Table (Yang, et al., 

2009), Lover’s Cup (Lee & Chung, 2006) and SnowGlobe (Visser, Vastenburg, & 

Keyson, 2010). Lover’s cup (Lee & Chung, 2006) shares the feeling of drinking between 

lovers when they are separated in different places. When one lover is drinking, the other 

lover’s cup will glow to hint the presence of the lover. Furthermore, they glow at the 

same time to celebrate like virtual kiss when couple drinks in the meanwhile. SnowGlobe 

(Visser, et al., 2010) is like a presence lamp which displays light and shows snow 

fluttering when the other globe sensing movements. The amount of movement influences 

the intensity of lighting and fluttering.  

Form Analysis: To support connectedness over the Internet, the core is to include 

a real-time sensor, real-time connection and an over-space actuator. Computation could 

be very lightweight or over time for accumulative analysis. 
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Expression Analysis: The most significant feature of an IoT artifact supporting 

connectedness is to include a distant embodiment in real time. 

 

 

 

 

Pattern 3: Tracking and Logging 

          IOT could be designed to provide the functionality of tracking and logging in services 

and applications. 

 

          This pattern includes products and prototypes such as SenseAware (2009), Nokia 

Sports Tracker (2007), and Tower Bridge Twitter (2009). SenseAware (2009) and Nokia 

Sports Tracker (2007) provide services of tracking wherein one reports near real-time 

data of customer’s shipments and the other tracks users’ progress and activities while 

moving from one place to another place, such as walking, running, cycling and driving.  

Form Analysis: Tracking and Logging usually include real-time sensors and real-

time connection to inform the system where they are or what the status is. Sensor network 

is also with a similar form. Computation usually disappears or is provided on the cloud 

over space. Such tracker rarely uses actuator to display its own status, nor does it 

equipped with computational power.  

Expression Analysis: Trackers are usually expressed as ‘only’ a distance 

embodiment. 

 

Pattern 4: Awareness 

          IOT could be designed with an emphasis on supporting awareness of contexts over space. 

 

          This pattern includes products and prototypes such as Ambient Orb (2002), 

Ambient Umbrella (2007), TomTom Go (2004), and Chumby (2006). The development 

of Ambient Devices reaches to integration of much information. It connects different 

channels and lights or displays in different patterns to indicate a specific situation for 

reminding users. Ambient Orb (2002) tracks stock average and glows in green, red and 

yellow color indicating market movement of up, down and calm respectively. If it 

connects to the channel of local weather data embedded in an object like umbrella, users 

could know whether it will rain or snow in the forecast by the light patterns of its handle 

called Ambient Umbrella (2007). In other words, it is able to indicate warning 

information of rain, thunderstorms, drizzle or snow by illuminating different light 

patterns. 

Form Analysis: An IoT artifact supporting awareness usually includes real-time 

actuators and real-time connection. Sensors and computation are mostly void. Ambient 

devices and ambient interaction are often seen in this category. 

Expression Analysis: If an IoT artifact only equipped with actuators without 

sensors, in Fishkin’s sense, it is no embodiment since there is no possible input to the 

object. However, we can also see it as a part of other object’s distant embodiment.   
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Pattern 5: Embodied Social Interaction 
          IOT could be designed as personal portable devices that facilitate embodied social 

interaction in our everyday settings. 

 

          

 

 

 In this design pattern, it focuses on improving embodied social interaction. Poken 

(2007) is an interesting instance. Users use these products to exchange information of 

social business card with a simple touch. Besides, these objects could be viewed as the 

bridge between not only digital and real worlds but also front and backward stages of 

individuals. They seem like instant ice breakers and conversation starters which 

encourage people to change their contact information and provide memorable experience 

of interaction. Besides, Social Mutator (2008) is a social game consisting of physical 

products and digital creatures, which mutate once people connect with each other. 

Another prototype of this pattern is BodyBug (2007). 

Form Analysis: The form of ‘embodied social interaction’ majorly encompasses 

real-time sensors in a face-to-face lived world (e. g., Poken). Real-time actuators might 

be optional to promote the sense of interaction (e. g., BodyBug). Computation and 

connection are possible, but usually void to avoid distracting the embodied social 

interaction (e. g., Mutator).  Over-space and over-time connection and computation often 

provide off-line data processing.  

Expression Analysis: This type of artifact is often expressed as full embodiment 

in real time. However, if we also take off-line connection into account, it is of over-time 

distant embodiment. 

 

Pattern 6: Near Field Communication 
          IOT could create interactions based on Near Field communication. 

 

          Mir:ror (2008), Nabaztag (2006), and Skål Media Player (2010) could detect 

objects embedded with RFID when users offer the corresponding items, such as ztamp:s, 

Nano:ztag's, and some specific everyday objects. When detecting the objects, it will 

trigger pre-programmed actions on actuator like a computer, TV or other devices. For 

example, Mir:ror reads the news aloud when a user waving a stamped coffee mug, 

Nabaztag reads children books and Skål plays a sequence from the Moomin cartoon 

where physical Moomin character  is featured. Another example of this pattern is 

Touchatag (2009). 

Form Analysis: The most prominent feature in the form of Near Field 

Communication is to employ actuators over space, usually in real time, while sensors, 

computation, and connection are all available in real space.  

Expression Analysis: Near Field Communication often creates nearby, 

environmental, and distant embodiments. Although it is possible to include full 

embodiment in NFC, typical NFC seldom does. 

 

Pattern 7: Something Crossing 
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          A simple everyday object with a shadow, a traceable ID on Internet, could be an 

example of IoT to support crossing and exchanging in a social setting over space and 

time. 

 

         This pattern is another kind of interesting project of IoT called Something Crossing.  

As the name suggests, these projects focus on something passing to another across places, 

such as books, discs and postcards. For this purpose, every object has a travel tag with a  

 

 

unique ID number to trace when users log to the web rather than reading an embedded 

RFID tag. With archival and tracking system, people are encouraged to visit it on website, 

log and update the information of objects such as where they have been and when. By 

doing so, the history of an object is created over time.  

          As mentioned above, every object is traceable through updating information and 

displaying it on website. Therefore, the combination of objects and the tracking system 

make the project work completely rather than a physical object itself. On the whole, in 

our opinion, these projects regarding combination of traceable ID through web belong to 

a category of IoT. Traceable IDs of objects play the role of information shadow and the 

tracking system through network makes them become avatars in the world.  

There are many more products and prototypes of this pattern, such as BookCrossing 

(2001), ToyVoyager (2013), DiscCrossing (2004), Where’s George (1998), PostCrossing 

(2005), and Geocaching  (2000).  

Form Analysis: The form of this type of object can be reduced to a great extent: 

no any sensor, computation, connection, or actuator is needed. However, ‘something 

crossing’ can be regarded as a key to activate all other components via cloud over time 

and over space.   

Expression Analysis: The expression of available examples is described as a 

very special case of distant embodiment over time. 

 

Discussion 

As Nordby (2010) argues that RFID technology should be regarded as a design 

material rather than often as a tool in the conceptual design, IoT is another emerging 

technology that is currently embraced by technology developers. In contrast to RFID 

technology, IoT indeed is much more complex in enabling technology and other product 

design concerns. How designers failed in contributing significant amounts of RFID 

conceptual design makes the IoT conceptual design by ‘designers’ even worse than RFID. 

If a single technology such as RFID is so difficult for designers to conceptualize novel 

design with it, IoT would make the conceptualization even more difficult, given its 

complex components within an ecological system of various technologies, contexts, users, 

activities, and meanings. Therefore, instead of providing a set of RFID form-giving 

qualities for designers to create user-oriented experiences as Nordby proposes (2010), 

this paper argues the need to first understand IoT in designers’ language that facilitates 

conceptualization in a designerly way. Because of the complexity of constructing an IoT, 

this paper does not intend to provide a ‘universal’ framework of IoT. Rather, useful and 
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practical lens via technological components, time, and space are proposed here to help 

designers both examine existing IoT products and open design space for novel IoT design. 

Therefore, this paper addresses the issue of analyzing the form of IoT by decomposing a 

typical IoT object into its components: sensors, computation, network connection, and 

actuators. In addition to the spatial form over the cloud, which is most commonly 

regarded as the prominent feature of IoT, temporal form over the cloud is also proposed. 

This framing of both spatial and temporal forms over the Internet creates a 

comprehensive understanding of how an IoT object is formed.  

 

 

 

Returning to the design language of interaction design, which communicates the 

idea in the design discipline, understanding IoT design should embark on addressing 

material, expression, function, and form of IoT. Here, this paper argues that the design 

discipline would contribute to the IoT design to a greater extent, only if the technological 

possibilities could be translated to designers’ language. On investigating everyday 

computational things, Hallnäs and Redström (2002) argue that the expressions of things 

are central for accepting them as present in our lives. IoT artifacts, as a special version of 

computational things, their expressions are definitely central not only for accepting them 

in our lives but also critical for communicating them as conceptual things among 

designers. Detailing the embodiment of an IoT object as well as inter-relation between 

two objects, the expression of things become clear for the interaction designer to define 

the ‘design expression’ very practically.  

Although this paper proposes ‘embodiment’ of an IoT object and the distance 

between human and thing as the major ‘expression’ of IoT design that conceptualizes and 

informs the possible design outputs, we do not exclude other types of description from 

composing a communicative, practical, and imaginative expression. For example, prosaic 

metaphor for practical communication and poetic metaphor for imaginative inspiration 

are all potential to construct useful expression for IoT design. An emerging metaphorical 

expression based on animism (van Allen, McVeigh-Schultz, Brown, Kim, & Lara, 2013) 

is a promising direction that delineates how things and human live together with a novel 

perspective regarding things as living bodies through technology meditated perception.      
 

 

Conclusion 

This paper points out the challenge of interaction designers in facing the 

complexity of IoT design. Rather than entangling designers in the technological details 

and specification, this paper argues that translation in design language such as form and 

expression of IoT would definitely leverage conceptualization of IoT within design 

discipline. Drawing on the form and expression analyses, we provide analytic lenses as 

well as seven IoT design patterns to further inform conceptual design of IoT.      
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